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by & for this community…
“A boat doesn’t go forward if each [rower] is rowing his own way.”
It was this thought from an old Swahili proverb that fertilized the idea of a magazine that would be
by and especially for our special community of international marketing communications professionals.
There is no doubt that international advertising, marketing, and media are vitally important to the
information needs of modern society. There also is no doubt that we face challenging times, but
when a community pulls together, it’s a healthier and stronger force, all heading in the same direction.
With the right tools and insights, we can enhance the perception of our industry and explain the
benefits and significance of a healthy international advertising industry.
inter The
intergoal of inter national ist is to portray the viability of this dynamic industry sector and the
national national
passion
of the people
ist
inter who
nationalare
ist making things happen.
ist
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We encourage your participation.This magazine will thrive if all members of our community
inter it. Here’s inter
embrace
how you can show your support:
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national

national

Make
Contributions Your opinions count, your ideas matter, and of course,
ist Editorialist
your photos are welcome! Send to editorial@inter-national-ist.com

inter Subscribeinter
Qualify to receive your free copy at www.inter-national-ist.com
national Advertisenational
This is highly targeted audience of the international ad elite—or those players with budgets!
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Advertisingist
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offers exceptional value.
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We look forward to hearing from you.
inter national ist

deborah malone

nancy s. giges

PUBLISHER

EDITOR

message from the former director general

message from the IAA world president
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As many of you may know, I retired as Director General of the IAA at the end
The IAA is at an exciting new stage.This year, as we mark our 65th anniversary, we
of last year.This is a bittersweet time for me.While retirement will give me more
are associating with a professionally-created
inter magazine,
inter called inter national ist .
inter
national
national
national
time with my family, I shall miss the invigoration of being a part of a global
We now have a highly visible way to communicate
with
each
other
and
others
with
a
ist
inter national ist
ist
ist
community of successful brand builders.
special interest in international marketing communications. Here we can disseminate
inter national ist

our mission, celebrate our events and accomplishments, and debate important issues.

inter
inter
inter
inter
inter
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national national
ist
ist
ist
national national
istinter
inter
national istnational

In our increasingly interdependent world, the IAA delivers value as the only global
and grass roots community serving all aspects of international marketers.
We pride ourselves on being an advocate for the common interests of everyone
in building brands around the world.

While the IAA is important in developed countries, our organization is essential
in emerging markets.The IAA is always on the ground first—before
any other communications organization. Our members are instrumental in liberating
energy and ideas as they create vibrant advertising communities, so much so that
many IAA members are among the most influential professionals in their countries.
Last year we opened chapters in Uzbekistan and Syria, and Morocco should be soon.
As a 20-year member from Lebanon, I myself have experienced the
organization’s long reach and local effectiveness.

ist

ist

It is because brand-building is a never-ending quest that I was excited when
Deborah Malone came to me with a new concept for a magazine dedicated to
exploring ideas for brand-building professionals who are truly “internationalists.”
It is a complex and daunting challenge to build a popular and prosperous brand
in the sands of the Sahara, the mountains of Mongolia, the plateaus of Peru, the
cities of the Czech Republic, and in so many other places where individuals
use brands to shape the kinds of lives they want to live.
This is not a challenge for the faint-hearted. It requires a special blend of insight,
creativity, and tenacity to succeed in building a brand which will successfully
cross many national borders.That’s what inter national ist is all about. It is about
seeing an opportunity where others see none. It is about creating ideas larger
than the confines of the borders of a single country. It is about the stout-hearted,
venturing where others fear to tread with dedicated commitment to success.

inter
inter
national national
ist
ist

We are particularly excited that the 39th IAA World Congress will be hosted by
Beijing, capital of the world’s largest emerging market, perhaps the best statement of
how we are serving the business needs of our members.Your participation in this unique
organization is greatly appreciated, and we look forward to serving you for years to come.

jean-claude boulos
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When John Felice took over
sales and marketing for Ford
Motor Co.’s Asia-Pacific
region last October, it didn’t
get much press in Europe
and the U.S. Fair enough, you
might say: internal moves in
automotive companies are
hardly the stuff of front-page
scoops. But this move is different.
As Felice was getting his
feet under his new desk in
Bangkok, so his employer was
getting used a to a new way
of looking at Asia–not as a
minor offshoot of the mighty
U.S. corporation, but as one
of its fastest-growing markets.
Until this year, Ford had
managed the region from its
worldwide headquarters in
Michigan. Now Bangkok is
the hub of a regional sales and
marketing operation pushing
Ford’s products
For the Asian advertising

and marketing service sector,
the arrival of Ford as a regional
power couldn’t come at a better
time. After years of looking to
the U.S. and Europe for a creative
lead, the region’s agencies are
developing a distinct outlook
that's tailored to their own markets
rather than offering handme-down images of European
luxury or American affluence.
That's not to say that there
aren’t still plenty of one-sizefits-all global campaigns running
in Asia-Pacific markets, but
few doubt that the future is in
understanding local markets
and local consumers-which
means local teams and the
detailed cultural knowledge
they bring with them.
Brands that match local
needs rather than the demands
of other markets are those that
will succeed, in Asia as elsewhere.
As if to emphasize the point,

after years of importing
upmarket models for the elite,
2003 will see Ford launch a
small car, priced at around
$12,000, built in China by the
Changan Ford joint venture.
The launch will be backed
with a $5 million-plus ad
campaign through J.Walter
Thompson and Mindshare,
and few are expecting an
imported creative idea.The idea
of Asia-Pacific as center of
advertising excellence may not
seem so far-fetched after all.
—Mike Hewitt

•

(mike.hewitt@haynet.com),
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ALL PRICES ARE IN
LOCAL CURRENCY
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

JAN. 28
IAA SWITZERLAND
LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

Jürgen M. Osmer,
Volkswagen AG
(communication and
sponsoring)
TOPIC:

“The Transparent Factory—
Is It a Marketing Gag or a
New Sales Approach?”
PLACE:

Hotel Savoy Baur en Ville,
Zürich
RESERVATIONS:

new media director, Haymarket

contact_sc@iaa.ch

Business Publications, publisher

PRICE:

of Campaign, Media Asia,

CHF150 for non-members

Marketing, PRWeek UK,

(including drinks and lunch)

IAA members free;

PRWeek US,PRWeekAsia and
dozens more marketing and

JAN. 29

communications magazines

IAA SWITZERLAND

accessible to subscribers via

YOUNG CHAPTER EVENT

www.brandrepublic.com

SPEAKER:

Jürg Honegger,

University of St. Gallen

after years of importing

Guns or butter? upmarket models for the elite,
Just what effect is the current geopolitical climate
having on marketing communications?
What is your opinion on this compelling issue?

TOPIC:

“Lateral Thinking—
a Means to Successfully
Manage Complexity”
PLACE:

Steigenberger Bellerive au
lac Hotel, Zürich
RESERVATIONS:

EMAIL US AT EDITORIAL@INTER-NATIONAL-IST.COM.

china here we come—
world congress 2004
IAA delegates were special guests of the China
Advertising Association and IAA China Chapter
at the 9th China Advertising Festival in Dalian,
China, last fall prior to an inaugural planning
summit for the next World Congress that will be
held in Beijing. Xilai Bo, the governor of
Liaoning province and former mayor of Dalian,
welcomed guests at the opening ceremonies.

contact_yc@iaa.ch
PRICE:

IAA members free;

CHF90 non-members
(including drinks)

continued on page 34 . . .

Guojin Jiang

REPORT FROM

time for asia-pacific to take center stage
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I S S U E : Sales promotion regulations in the European Union.
S T A T U S : Under discussion at the EU level; member states will negotiate during 2003. World Federation of
Advertisers has prepared a brief for interested parties.
K E Y D A T E S : Adoption of regulations by end of 2003, enforcement, Jan. 1, 2005
PURPOSE: To establish commonality across the EU for information requirements to consumers about promotions,
the protection of minors and complaint handling.
O V E R A L L I M P A C T : Deregulation of several aspects of sales promotions in countries that have limitations and the
facilitation of cross-border sales promotions.
W H A T Y O U C A N D O : Contact Richard Corner, IAA executive director, for more information (richard@iaaglobal.org)
or the WFA (info @ wfanet.org).
I S S U E : Obesity in children. Advertising and corporate marketing are being blamed as a major cause.
The World Health Organization issued a report last November claiming obesity to be one of the top ten major
preventable health risks. Advertising is cited as an “ill-health risk factor” contributing to global health
problems, particularly diet-related issues.
S T A T U S : Many governments are set to act. For example, the Australian government is considering banning
all food advertising to kids. World Federation of Advertisers has undertaken and continues to expand a variety of
information and education programs, including safeguarding responsible advertising to children and to consult
with the WHO, EU Commission, consumer and parent groups, and others.
K E Y D A T E S : WHO to consult with each of its member countries to discuss global health during first half 2003,
then establish the global framework for action by national governments and adoption of global strategy mid-2004.
P U R P O S E : To slow the rise of obesity, which has tripled over the last 15 years.
O V E R A L L I M P A C T : Possible WHO, EU, or national action such as additional sales taxes, restrictions on
advertising at particular times, to particular audiences, or in particular media; restrictions on certain forms
of promotions; labeling and warning requirements.
W H A T Y O U C A N D O : Contact Richard Corner, IAA executive director) for more information (richard@iaaglobal.org)
or the WFA (info @ wfanet.org).

media agencies advance in latin america

well-written
and red

•
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TV Azteca embraced them.
Now, all media buys from TV
to outdoor can be managed
through media agencies.
Brazil, on the other hand,
has resisted. Media agencies
have even become a taboo and
demonized for taking all the
creativity out of advertising,
not to mention the money.
TV Globo, with 90% of
Brazil’s TV market, took a
defensive stance, but different
from Mexico. All of the
TV networks, newspapers,
and magazine publishers
banded together to shut
the door. Industry players
joined forces to form SENP,
a non-governmental,
self-governing body that
regulates agency fees from

media buys. Plus, agency fees
of 20% are guaranteed by law.
To keep the media agencies
out, SENP’s rule book doesn’t
allow passing on agency fees
to clients.
Other than in Brazil,
“centrales” have established
themselves in most Latin American
countries. In Argentina, Chile,
and Colombia, there are already
large groups in operation like
Media Planning and Carat.
Overall, the industry has a lot
of growing still to do, but the
shift has been made, and
“centrales” are here to stay.
Who knows, maybe even one
day Brazil will have them.
—Greg Jenkins, editor-in-chief

•

of AdVertica.com, based
˜ Paulo.
in Sao

REPORT FROM

Not many ad campaigns are the
makings of a book. But The
Economist ’s 15-year-old U.K.
poster campaign that dots the
cities is an exception.The story
of the process and strategic
thinking that goes into the
“White out of Red” posters is
told by Alfredo Marcantonio,
copywriter and former director
of Abbott Mead Vickers BBDO,
the magazine’s agency. The 224page book, featuring more than
140 ads, is published by Dakini.

The trend of media agencies
operating independently from
their creative counterparts
only reached Latin America a
few years ago. Believe it or
not, in the world’s eighth
largest ad market, Brazil,
media agencies don’t even
exist. In Mexico, however, the
Latin American country with
the most media agencies, the
movement is well established.
Most major media agencies
have installed themselves in
Mexico, joining homegrown
agencies, which have gained a
fair share of the market.
Mexico’s largest TV network,
Televisa, tried to resist the
advance of the “centrales
de medios,” but eventually had
to give in as competitors like

REPORT FROM

is the caution flag waving for
motor racing sponsorship?
Sport offers its supporters
extremes of emotion, and in
return generates a level of loyalty
and commitment from fans that
most brands can only dream of.
So associating your brand
with a sport whose supporters
match your target demographic
looks like the quick way to their
hearts. But, as some European
marketers are discovering,
hitching your cart to someone
else’s horse, however powerful,
can leave you with problems
if the nag starts to flag.
Formula 1 motor racing has
for years been seen as the ideal
vehicle for brands wanting to
get to “lads and dads”–

European
marketers are
discovering
hitching your
cart to someone
else's horse
can leave you
with problems if
the nag starts
to flag.

Just lately, however, success
had become the problem.The
Ferrari team and its ace driver
Michael Schumacher had pulled
so far ahead of the others that
the result of each race was a
foregone conclusion: the red
car would win it. Result:
viewers switched off in droves.
Advertisers responded
accordingly. In the U.K.,
Toyota claimed a rebate on its
$40 million advertising deal
with the main commercial
channel, ITV, when viewing
figures for the 2002 Grand
Prix series fell below those
of a year before. Mobile
telephone giant Orange
pulled out of its $25 million
team sponsorship of Arrows as
it became clear it could never
win against the mighty Ferrari.
For F1, the torrent of
advertising cash may be slowing
to a steady stream: there will
be no 2003 Belgian Grand
Prix because that government
has banned tobacco advertising,
and an exception for F1 to a
similar U.K. ruling runs out in
2006. Intriguingly, one of the
firms tipped to replace the tobacco
advertisers is GlaxoSmithKline
–which makes nicotine patches.
There are, it seems, no shortcuts
for brands into the minds of
consumers–even being associated
with winners can pall. So is it
right to hitch your brand to a
sport or its stars? The answer may
still be yes–but if even such a
mighty money-maker as F1 can
sometimes fail to deliver, it’s
right to be cautious.

:
including the upscale male
audience that’s hard to reach
through mass advertising. It’s
been especially attractive to
tobacco firms who find it
increasingly difficult to advertise
elsewhere. Bernie Ecclestone,
the man who controls F1, has
become rich on the proceeds
of the sport’s meteoric rise,
with lucrative TV deals
attracting still more lucrative
advertising and sponsorship.

—Mike Hewitt

•

No matter the country or culture,
people everywhere relate to “Pets”.
This spot by McCann New York runs
in Australia, Canada, Ireland, Japan,
South Africa, Taiwan, and the U.S.

Friendship is universal too. “Four
Old Friends,” by the McCann Sydney
office airs in Australia, Canada,
Croatia, Czech Republic, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Poland, Romania,
Russia, Slovak Republic, and Slovenia.

˜ Paulo
”Jumping,”created by the Sao
agency, depicts a special
father/daughter relationship with
Brazilian passion. The spot is running
in Brazil and the U.S. Hispanic market.

“Home Leave” recognizes the great
significance of this traditional

global
vs.
local?
the
ongoing
debate
For MasterCard, the answer
is not either…or. It’s both.
The MasterCard “Priceless”
campaign by McCannErickson Worldwide
Advertising that now, in its
sixth year, spans more than 80
countries in 40 languages
consists of both global
executions and local executions.
And the company believes
this two-pronged strategy
is a major reason it has seen
big gains in country after
country in unaided brand
awareness, in the number of
cards distributed, and in
MasterCard’s share of gross
dollar volume.
For global executions,
McCann-Erickson develops
themes around universal
topics that cross all country
boundaries, such as travel,
family, and pets.These resonate
with all target segments
whatever their culture.
Local executions rely on
insights that are very countryspecific, and these spots
utilize the nuances of that
country. For example, it may
be sarcasm for the British,
baseball for Americans,
tradition and heritage for the
Japanese, passion for Brazilians
and hockey for Canadians.

•

Japanese greeting. The spot was
created by the Tokyo agency and
airs only in Japan.
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advertising age’s top 10 global marketers
MEASURED MEDIA SPENDING WORLDWIDE

As the International Herald
Tribune becomes wholly-owned
by the New York Times Co.
after 35-year dual-ownership
also under the Washington Post
Co., the paper’s new parent is
already taking steps to put its
stamp on the paper.
Richard Wooldridge, the
president and chief operating
officer becomes the top
executive of the paper.
The company has eliminated
the position of chairman and
chief executive. Peter
Goldmark, who had held that
job since 1998,
is leaving the
company.
Wooldridge,
60, a veteran of the newspaper
business, joined the IHT in
1998 after serving as consultant
for two years.
The IHT describes its
mission as bringing news and
information to the “global
class.” This is a group of about
5 million people, growing at 5%
to 10% a year, who work for a
multinational or multilateral,
have jobs and take vacations in
more than one country, speak
two or more languages, are
mobile and quite wealthy.
The IHT, Wall Street
Journal, Financial Times and USA
Today are all competing for
English-language readers in this
valuable group.

•
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2001
BANKING

2000
BANKING

ADVERTISER

2001
U.S.$(000,000)

1

2

Procter & Gamble Co.

3,820.1

6.6

2

1

General Motors Corp.

3,028.9

-20.1

3

3

Unilever

3,005.5

2.6

4

6

Ford Motor Co.

2,309.0

3.0

5

5

Toyota Motor Corp.

2,213.3

-3.1

6

8

AOL Time Warner

2,099.8

9.5

7

4

Philip Morris Cos.

1,934.6

-19.0

8

7

DaimlerChrysler

1,835.3

-12.4

9

9

Nestle

1,798.5

3.2

10

10

Volkswagen

1,574.1

-2.0

% CHANGE
OVER 2000

REPORT FROM

gold in the
‘global class’

N

Source: Advertising Age (Figures compiled from Nielsen Media Research, TNS Media Intelligence, Ibope & others)

Procter & Gamble Co. heads
the list of top global marketers
by worldwide media spending
at $3.82 billion, followed by
General Motors Corp. and
Unilever.The three are the only
marketers to spend more than
$3 billion each on advertising
worldwide in 2001, according
to Advertising Age’s 16th
annual Top Global Marketers.
This ranking of the 100
largest global marketers is
based on worldwide media

spending in 77 countries.
Companies must advertise in
at least three of four regions:
the U.S., Europe, Asia and
Latin America to qualify.
Spending by the top 100
marketers in 2001 fell by
2.6%, with 6.1% coming in
the U.S. In fact, spending
grew, although slightly at
0.9%, in the rest of the world.
The top 100 spent $70.95
billion on media advertising in
2001—almost half in the U.S.

By category, almost one-inthree global ad dollars goes to
persuade people to buy cars.
Automotive advertising totaled
$19.33 billion, followed by
food brands ($11.22 billion)
and personal care products
($10.30 billion). Category
spending varies by country; in
China, many of the biggest
advertisers are pharmaceuticals
or herbal products.

•

—Laurel Wentz, international
editor of Advertising Age.

WINNERS ALL…The World Press Group, whose members are Business Week, The Economist, Fortune, International Herald

Send
yourandnews
and
calendar
events
for
the tonext
Tribune, Newsweek
Time, combined
quotes
from happy clients and
a sweepstakes
in a campaign
further its issue
mission
promoting the benefits of the international press for reaching European decision-makers. Quotes came from Allianz, European
of inter national ist to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.
Central Bank, Lexus, and Siemens. Winners won champagne and other prizes such as use of a new Lexus for a weekend.

f the leading prognosticators

I

can be believed, the worst is
over for much of the world.

plugging

Even the most conservative
forecasters are looking for

As the ad spending outlook

better times in 2003.
Both John Per r iss of

ZenithOptimedia and Robert Coen
of Universal McCann are looking
for modest growth in worldwide ad
spending in the coming year.
That’s not to say that marketers
haven’t had to learn some important
lessons about plugging into a different

into
brightens, the marketing

the new

ad economy than in the booming
1990s. And in Japan marketers are still

and media landscape is

looking for the first signs of recovery
after a much longer downturn.“The
international advertising industry faces
some of the same challenges as the
companies whose ads the industry
creates and distributes,” says Neil
Gluckin, executive director, branding
communication/Americas,UBS AG, an
integrated investment services firm
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ad
different from the past.

economy

neil gluckin
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BRANDING COMMUNICATION/AMERICAS, UBS AG

“Difficult [economic conditions] make international branding
across borders more complex.”

with offices around the world.
“Everybody is dealing with the consequences
of splurging and over-investing and getting way
ahead of themselves in terms of spinning their
business,” says John Marcom, president/Americas,
Financial Times. So everyone is suffering from great
big hangovers.”
That has meant skepticism for spending for
many things and translates into making it hard to
get things moving again, he adds.“It’s very hard to
find the appropriate level of aggression [in spending]
right now because any level of aggression sounds
risky.And you just know the world hasn’t changed
that much.”

james r. stengel
PROCTER

&

GAMBLE CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER

“As a company principle, we always need to continue to invest
in our brands in good times and bad.”

Clearly, the challenges encompass more than
just the much-discussed marketing issues of
global branding, media fragmentation, spending
efficiencies, and the like as the world’s economies
become much more interdependent. Yet, the
basics still must be dealt with. Certainly, one issue
that virtually every advertiser in developed
countries faces is media fragmentation.
Says James R. Stengel, Procter & Gamble
chief marketing officer, it’s not better or worse
than before. It’s just a different model, and it’s
something that is here to stay. On the positive side,
he sees a lot of opportunities.“It enables us to target
much better.”

john marcom
PRESIDENT/AMERICAS, FINANCIAL TIMES

“Everyone is suffering from great big [overspending]
hangovers.”
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Gluckin believes that difficult economic
conditions make branding and communications
across borders more complex because the
“ambitions and horizons of clients contract,
becoming less global, when economies struggle.”
“I wonder,” says Gluckin, “whether there is a
difference between an ‘international’ advertising
industry (one that is active in many countries but
not necessarily in the same way) and a ‘global’
advertising industry (active in many countries
based on essentially the same business model in each).”
This “global” vs. “international” seesaw has
sparked the growth of independent ad agency
networks, which are built on a model that
facilitates handling accounts “internationally” or
“globally.” And they’re finding that they are
especially appealing to mid-size global marketers
and those that aren’t in the very top tier of
spending rankings.
“We are seeing increasing interest among
global marketers, especially mid-size and businessto-business, to work with independent networks
like ours because we can do both,” says Gary
Burandt, executive director of ICOM, a leading
independent network with 70 agency members in
more than 50 countries and more than $2 billion
in billings. “Our member agencies are all
independent, run by their principals and grounded
in their local markets; yet, they have the experience
and expertise to work globally as one also.”
For Lord Michael Heseltine, chairman of
Haymarket Business Publications, the national
opportunities of yesteryear have turned into
a world experience. In a recent speech, he said:
“There are now so many countries broadly
m ov i n g a l o n g a c o m m o n p a t t e r n o f
evolution…capitalist, democratic, and delivering
a newly enfranchised middle class…[with] real
disposable income that would have been
inconceivable 30 or even 20 years ago.”
Regardless of how global the world or industries
have become, there is general agreement that ad
spending should rise during all economic cycles.
Often, an economic downturn is a better time to
build a brand as study after study shows (see Sir
Martin Sorrell’s commentary on page 21).
Just this year, Boston Consulting Group, working
for Gruner+Jahr and IP Deutschland, concluded
in a study that companies maintaining their ad

andrew sibley
ADVERTISING MANAGER

(EUROPE/MIDDLE

EAST/AFRICA), CISCO SYSTEMS

[Using ROI and accountability measures] are never a bad thing,
but when used improperly, in isolation or to the exclusion of

S A Y

all else, they can be counter-productive.

john perriss
ZENITHOPTIMEDIA
Top

line:

W H A T

T H E

L E A D I N G

P R O G N O S T I C A T O R S

Signs of recovery
Bottom

line:

We expect 1% real global
growth in 2003.
• TV and leading U.S.
advertisers are setting
the pace.
• 2004 U.S, presidential
election/Athens Olympics
will contribute.
• Fears of war and
consumer retrenchment
are subdued.

robert j. coen
UNIVERSAL MCCANN
Top

line:

More modest
improvement
Bottom

line:

We expect total worldwide
advertising to increase
4.9% in 2003.
• Economic recovery is
expected in most
countries, followed by
improving ad expansion.
• By yearend, ad spending
levels around the world
should rise well above
depressed 2001 levels.
• Next year, we expect
ad trends to surpass
2000 levels.

spending levels while overall ad expenditures fall
gain efficiency benefits as their share of advertising
automatically rises,with most likely share gains to follow.
The Periodical Publishers Association in
London also recently addressed the topic in a
much broader study of business-to-business
publications, and the U.K.’s Adver tising
Association released a major study that examines
the ad strategies of brands in recession and warned
that in spite of many cost pressures, premium
brands can risk their leadership positions if they
cut budgets during tough times.
Despite all the study results, not all companies
can find additional funds to invest, although many
do. Perriss says that in the first eight months of
2002, of the top 10 advertisers in U.S., seven
increased their spending, with P&G up 20%.
And in Asia, it’s the multi-nationals in general
that are fueling ad spending, says Kim Walker,
COO, Carat Asia/Pacific, with the exception of
China and Japan where the local brands are still
the top spenders. Familiar names such as Nestlé,
Unilever, P&G, and the big Japanese car makers
are generally among the top 10 in countries across
the region, now being joined by Korean names
such as electronic marketers LG and Samsung and
automakers Hyundai and Kia.
“We know that you must maintain a certain
level of advertising and communications investment
even during the tough period of economy and
consumer spending,” says Midori Kaneko,
communications director, communications
division, Nestlé Japan Group.“Nestlé as a whole is
one of the strong believers of the power of brands,
and this is why we are not cutting back our budget.”

midori kaneko
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR, COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION, NESTLÉ JAPAN GROUP

“We know that you must maintain a certain level of
advertising and communications investment even
during the tough period of economy and consumer spending.”
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P&G’s Stengel concurs:“We think as a company
principle we always need to continue to invest in
our brands in good times and bad. Many times,
a downturn is a great time to build a brand. If you
continue to innovate and bring value to the
consumer, then it’s a wonderful time. We have
many case histories of hanging in there during a
recession and continuing to invest in our brands
and coming out a few share points ahead. So
you’ll continue to see strong investment from
P&G in our brands.”
Regardless of whether companies are spending
more, they are forever seeking ways to make their
budgets go farther. “We’re still working out the
details,” says Anne C. Toulouse, VP-brand
management & advertising,The Boeing Co.“Our
thinking at this point is a reduction in the
number of new executions, and no growth or
maybe even a reduction in the number and type
of media used to deliver our message.”
She describes the approach as “less of a
broadcast, more of a narrow cast/depth to the
media selected.” She adds, “Hopefully, media
negotiations with fewer properties will work to
our benefit.”
The debate rages over the use of bringing
ROI and accountability measures into the mix.
“These are never a bad thing,” says Andrew
Sibley, advertising manager (Europe/Middle
East/Africa), Cisco Systems, “but when used
improperly, in isolation or to the exclusion of all
else, they can be counter-productive,” he says.
He suggests that ROI is best used when an
activity is short-term in nature. If long-term,
“then ROI is the wrong arbiter.”
Nestlé Japan has found how to make ROI
measurements work to its advantage and is using
them to evaluate its media mix. Says Kaneko,
“There is no line between media vs. nonmedia or above vs. below (the line). From mass
advertising to p-o-p to word-of-mouth, we
consider them all communications media. As the
media environment continues to be diversified,
the effectiveness of so-called traditional media
must be re-evaluated. Meantime, web, mobile, and
one-to-one initiatives are all proven to have
very high potential for our current and future
communications. Our budget will naturally be
re-allocated to these areas but with clearer

anne c. toulouse
VP-BRAND MANAGEMENT

&

ADVERTISING, THE BOEING CO.

on stretching budgets: “Our thinking is a reduction in the
number of new executions and maybe a reduction in the number
and type of media used to deliver our message.”

measurement of ROI.”
According to a study conducted recently by
For rester Research and the Association of
National Advertisers, many companies, especially
those in the technology, healthcare, and travel
industries, plan on investing in technology
solutions to help them measure the effectiveness
of their marketing efforts.
“More data, processing power, and analytical
tools have emerged that allow marketers to monitor
actual consumer behavior, not just attitudes.These
tools also enable marketers to track effectiveness
of media, promotion, and advertising programs,
and stick only to initiatives with proven results,”

lord michael heseltine
CHAIRMAN OF HAYMARKET BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS

“There are so many countries [evolving as] capitalist and democratic
and delivering a newly enfranchised middle class…[with] real disposable
income…[a situation] inconceivable 30 or even 20 years ago.”

says Jim Nail, senior analyst at Forrester.
Many marketers are recognizing that the Web
is having a major impact on consumer behavior
and thus their media plans. One-quarter of the
U.S. population believes they have reduced their
offline media consumption patterns because of
the Internet and e-mail, GartnerG2 found in a
survey conducted a year ago.
In December, a study commissioned by Havas
and conducted by a team at London Business
School found that a long-term shift has begun from
traditional measured media to other marketing
services, especially interactive marketing and
direct mail. The survey was conducted among

miles young
CHAIRMAN, ASIA/PACIFIC, OGILVY

&

MATHER

“Every year I read forecasts that traditional advertising in
Asia (mass advertising, TV biased) is changing. Every year—
without fail—these forecasts are confounded. Stunningly.”

more than 700 companies in the top five global
markets of the U.S., Japan, Germany, U.K., and
France, which account for approximately twothirds of the world market for marketing and
communication services.
Even in Japan, where tradition dies hard, an
increasing number of different communications
channels are being used as technology opens new
ways to reach customers, according to Max
Gosling, president & CEO, McCann-Erickson
Japan. “Marketers are increasingly adopting an
integrated communications approach to brand
planning,” he says.
Yet, TV remains the dominant medium.
“Every year I read forecasts that the traditional
paradigm of advertising in Asia (mass advertising,
TV biased) is changing,” says Miles Young,
chairman, Asia/Pacific, Ogilvy & Mather. “At the
end of every year—without fail—these forecasts
are confounded. Stunningly. The plain fact is that
television is king—because it’s television which
drives market penetration and the volumes which
attract investment. This does not mean at all that
these CRM and new media have not arrived as
viable and productive communication challenges:
they have. But the overall share remains small.”
His colleague John Goodman, president
OgilvyOne Asia Pacific Management, OgilvyOne
Worldwide, elaborates: “The fact is that there is
no Asia. From the perspective of CRM and
relationship marketing, we see major shifts of
investment and commitments in the two regional
giants—Japan and China.” In other countries,
traditional advertising is still the dominant
marketing force, and newer paradigms of
communication have yet to take hold, he adds.
So as marketers, agencies and media read
the tea leaves and plan for their futures, they
see a complex world and one that doesn’t always
call for traditional strategies. A recent action
by the Saatchi brothers proves that. In an “if
you can’t beat ‘em, join ’em” spirit, the brothers
are not only scavenging for new clients, they’re
buying them. The brothers and a few other
partners recently purchased a majority stake in
two food replacement and protein supplement
lines sold by H.J. Heinz. The plan: relaunch
the brands, make them profitable and sell them
at a nice profit.

•
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Economic forecasters are still burrowing in their
models to call the end of the recession that has
gripped most major markets over the past 18
months; and, with them, the specialists who are
rash enough to predict the course of spending
on advertising and marketing communications
remain divided and uncertain.
The rest of us, advertisers and agencies,
have to get on with running our businesses.
For the clients who hold the purse strings,
the issues raised by recession go straight to the
bottom line. For the agencies, they tend to end
up in the HR department.
The key questions, of course, are “What is
the right strategy for dealing with recession?
And how should this affect the marketing
budget and its deployment?” The answers to
these questions can seriously affect the future
health of a business.

E

C O M M E N T A R Y

their
recession,
your
opportunity

what’s the evidence?
There is by now a substantial body of
generalized evidence, going back to the 1920s,
to show that maintaining advertising during
an economic downturn carries clear benefits
in terms of market share and profitability once
the post-recession upturn develops.
The classic text for this is “How Advertising
in Recession Periods Affects Sales,” published in
1979. Subsequent studies by a variety of experts
on both sides of the Atlantic have supported
its main conclusion: “The findings of the six
recession periods to date present formidable
evidence that cutting advertising appropriations
in times of economic downturns can result in
both immediate and long-term negative effects
on sales and profit levels.”
More recently, Professor Patrick Barwise of
the London Business School edited a booklet
that pulled together research that illustrates
the benefits of sustained aggression during
recession. He concluded: “The most successful
firms maximize long-term shareholder value
by maintaining or increasing their ad spending
when the economy slows down and weaker
rivals cut back. This enables them (on average)
to build market share faster and at less cost
than when the market is growing… Although
maintaining or increasing ad spending when
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In a
recession,
the
business
imperatives
are all about
strengthening
the business
and taking
advantage
of weakened
competitors.
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the economy slows down will reduce the
firm’s short-term financial performance, the
effects seem quite limited.”
Barwise’s last sentence reflects findings from
the PIMS database, as reported by Tony Hillier
in the spring 1999 issue of Market Leader, based
on studies of the responses of over 1,000 firms
on both sides of the Atlantic to recessionary
conditions in their industries. Hillier’s figures
are mirrored in a recent McKinsey study of over
1,000 U.S. firms’ strategies for the period 19881999, and focusing on their behavior during the
1990-1991 recession.

voices of dissent
I should acknowledge, however, that there
are dissenting voices. The late Simon Broadbent
wrote a deliberately skeptical article in Admap
three years ago, in which he effectively picked
up the words “on average” in the quote from
Barwise’s booklet, and pointed out that although
the advice to carry on spending might seem a
good generalization, it would never apply to
everybody. The key here lies in the underlying
strength of the business: so, if your stewardship
of your brands has been good, if you have the
right innovations ready for market, and you have
the backing of your management, then you can
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make a killing: “It is essential to decide how rough
you can be. Can your resources out-punch your
opponent? Can you count on the determination
of your CEO and your finance committee? Is
your company capable of delivering a death blow?
Can it ‘think murderous,’ as Fortune put it?
Does it see recession as a wonderful time to have
an unfair advantage?”

strategy vs. tactics
Of course, “advertising” covers a wide range
of activities, and how you decide to deploy
your budget may be crucial. The classic response
to recession has been for managements to
look for clear evidence of short-term effects,
and clearer-than-ever accountability. Hence,
the balance of marketing budgets has shifted
in recession into sales promotions (visibly
effective, short-term) and direct marketing
(very measurable, and therefore accountable)
–sales support, rather than brand-building.
This response is evident in the figures
Advertising Age has published for U.S. ad
spending by leading national advertisers and
megabrands for 2000-2001. These figures show
that in 2001, the top 100 advertisers cut their
total spending on all sorts of advertising
by 1.3%, against a U.S. total decline of
6.5%. But within this, media ad spending
among the top 100 adver tisers dropped
5.2%, while their “unmeasured” for ms of
advertising (Ad Age’s term)–sales promotion, direct
marketing, telemarketing, etc.–increased by 3.6%.
This is in spite of the fact–evidenced by
some very large media deals made public by the
likes of Unilever and Procter & Gamble over
the last six months–that recession creates great
opportunities for obtaining better value from
the media. They are sufficiently strapped for
advertising cash that they are willing to enter into
deals that are highly favorable to the advertiser,
and sometimes to lock into these for a two- or
three-year period.

when will it all end?
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There is a
substantial
body of
evidence to
show that
maintaining
advertising
during an
economic
downturn
carries clear
benefits in
terms of market
share and
profitability
once the
post-recession
upturn
develops.
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what should advertisers do?
The answer to this must depend on a hardheaded evaluation of the business, its markets and
its competition. The key lessons are summed up
by Tony Hillier to cut “bad” costs and maintain
“good” costs. “Good” costs are those that build
the business: R&D, marketing and, as McKinsey
emphasizes, mergers and acquisitions.
In other words, in a recession, the business
imperatives are all about strengthening the
business and taking advantage of competitors
weakened in the marketplace.
If you yourselves are weak, then you have to
batten down the hatches–but at least do some
forward-looking R&D.
The best answer remains Sam Walton’s.
Asked what he thought about the recession, he
famously replied that he didn’t think he would
take part. That takes courage and confidence,
but it’s clearly the right approach.

•

Sir Martin Sorrell is
group chief executive of
WPP Group, London.
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As I have already indicated, calling the end of this
recession is taxing the ingenuity of forecasters. I
still do not believe that our business, globally, will
see much real upturn before 2004, in spite of the

“

evidence from the U.S. market that ad spending is
beginning to return at least to year-ago levels.
That still puts them below 2000, and that’s at
current prices, let alone in real terms.
Our exper ience around the world is,
inevitably, varied, and there are bright spots,
but the scale of the U.S. in global marketing
communications budgets means that we depend
heavily on it.To be frank, we watch the indicators
of American consumer confidence with a good
deal of apprehension, because consumer spending
has been the main sustaining factor for the
economy for most of 2002, and seems likely to
remain vital through 2003.
As Tim Ewington pointed out in the October
issue of Admap, 2002 will be the first time in the
last 20 years that U.S. ad spending has fallen in
two consecutive years. All the available evidence
suggests that recovery in 2003 will be slow.
We are in uncharted territory.

An inter national ist interview with
Procter & Gamble’s global marketing officer

J

representing the company and one the agency.
“These two set a course for the brand,” he says,
including the right mix of media. Since agencies
are compensated by percent of sales growth, not
by fees or commission, “the agency is totally
incented to work on the brand’s growth without a
bias toward any media vehicle,” Stengel says.
“We treat our agencies as partners and [in
return] we expect great commitment, great
loyalty, great continuity. Great business happens
out of great relationships and the stronger our
relationships are, the more diverse our thinking
will be, the more creative our thinking will be.”
Each year in December, P&G holds what
could be likened to its own version of the
Academy Awards when some 500+ people from
the company, ad agencies, design firms, media, all
gather in Cincinnati to
celebrate the best brand
builders of the past year.
“It’s such a powerful
event because it says thank
you for the tremendous
work everyone has done
for the company and for
our brands, and it allows
us to tell them what we
value in terms of great
work,” Stengel says.
Asked how P&G is
convinced that it is getting
the most for its budget,
especially in a tough
economy, Stengel notes
that P&G has always been
concerned about whether
its spending is effective. In a volatile world economy,
it’s even more important, he says.
“You’re never going to have the full answer,
but we think if we bring great thinking and some
data to it, hopefully we’ll be spending our money
more effectively than our competition and we
will grow share more profitably.”

Training is a way
Jim Stengel champions
Procter & Gamble’s
marketing organization.

Mark Bowen

James R. Stengel holds the title of global marketing officer at the world’s largest advertiser, but the
portrayal in his company bio of his role as the
champion for the development and advancement
of Procter & Gamble’s marketing organization is
the more telling description.
Just how do you guide a company’s marketing
effort that involves spending $4 billion on
advertising every year for more than 200 brands
in 45 categories and in 140 countries?
For Stengel, it’s a matter of focusing on what’s
important. And for him, there are three main
areas: 1. branding and brand-building, 2. training
and development of people to build capabilities,
and 3. leveraging agency talent and resources to
help in P&G’s mission to build brands.
“We believe very much that the better we are
in creating a brand for specific consumer groups
that builds trial, equity, loyalty, trust—some might
even say love—the better we will be. To do that
you need to do many things well but they must
be in the value systems of the company.”
P&G has more than one brand-building
model because “we’re too broad to have a silver
bullet.” What P&Gers are taught is a company
philosophy and a brand-building framework that
they can use to approach any brand, he explains.
Stengel cited four basic steps that all brandbuilders learn to take: 1. understanding the consumer
for the brand, 2. putting together an integrated
communication plan, 3. testing the creative, and
4. finding the optimum mix of spending.
And speaking of learning, education has a special
place not just in Stengel’s heart but in the work
he does at P&G.“Part of why I emphasize training
and development so strongly [is] because if we are
effectively training our people around the world
in our knowledge, our best practices and new
innovations and learning, it ultimately is our
strongest competitive advantage.”
P&G’s advertising agencies are partners every
step of the way. Every project is guided by brand
stewards, or navigators, as Stengel calls them, one

•
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Paradox of a seg mented society and a
homogenous advertising approach

Nine hundred million people, a large middle class
Supported by TV spots like
with a huge consumer appetite… Sound like a
marketer’s dream?
this from DDB Worldwide,
Advertising agency executives say India’s
broadly diverse cultural and language groups
McDonald's has achieved
make doing business in the world’s second most
populous nation a challenge.
marketing success in India
“Very few people realize that doing business in
India is much like doing business with the diverse
because of the fast food
cultures of Europe, with the same complexities as
understanding the differences between the French,
chain's sensitivity to the
German and Polish markets,” says Ranjan Kapur,
Ogilvy & Mather’s executive chairman for India.
cultural aversion against beef.
India is a multicultural mélange composed of
20 states and 76 languages, each with its own
culture, food, clothing, and spending habits.
Sam Balsara, chairman-managing director of
Madison Communications, Mumbai, one of
India’s oldest independents, recommends an
individual approach to each group.
“Of India’s 900 million population, 200
million at best could be considered the consuming
class, and their per capita income (about $444)
makes Indians extremely premeditative in making
purchase decisions,” says
Balsara. Add to this the
difficulty of selling to a
class careful of its rupees
India has 20 states, 76 languages
and a poor distribution
and a wide diversity of cultural
infrastructure, and it’s clear
and religious groups.
that India is not an easy
English and Hindi are understood by
place to sell products.
the majority of the population.
He says separate ad
campaigns are necessary to
In general, there is a cultural
appeal to various ethnic
preference for spicy food, an
groups, but Kapur disagrees.
aversion to beef and an unfamiliarity
with processed, packaged food.
“A couple of decades
ago, we thought you had to
National obsession with sports,
tailor campaigns to each
particularly cricket, makes
television the medium of choice.
B Y
K A T H
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DDB Worldwide
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india
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group, but we don’t anymore.We’ve learned to look
for cultural similarities, not differences,” says Kapur.
The major homogenizing factor in India is
language: “The British left behind a legacy of
English. More than 100 million people in India
speak it, and 75% of the people understand
Hindi,” says Kapur.
The two execs agree that one of the toughest
sells is food.“Even in sophisticated and Westernized
segments of Indian society, packaged and processed
food is still not widely accepted,” says Balsara.
Western fast food is slowly making inroads, but
with unique twists. For example, McDonald’s is
doing well since the chain recognized the general
distaste for beef in a largely Hindu country, so
mutton and veggie burgers have replaced
hamburgers. McDonald’s has also spiced up
many of its foods.
Kapur says Kentucky Fried Chicken has not
done so well because the chain failed to recognize
the Indian preference for spicy chicken and has
found that Indians are reluctant to cough up triple
the price of tandoori chicken sold on the street to
get American-style chicken that they find less tasty.
And Kellogg’s was stumbling with its cereals
until it changed the image of its corn flakes to
“energy” flakes to accommodate Indian preferences.
“You can’t just take a global brand and roll it
out in India,” says Balsara.
Yet,40% of all households in India can be reached
by television,the preferable medium for pushing products.
“Indians are mad about cricket,” says Kapur.
“TV accounts for 45% of all ad budgets. It
only makes sense since half a billion people watch
cricket matches, even if it means 100 people are
watching a single 14-inch TV in a village.”

•

Kathleen Barnes is a journalist and author,
who has called four different continents home.
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in the
hotseat

ver y beg inning of the process. This
individual is part ambassador, part strategist,
part consigliore, part ring-master (with a
strong emphasis on implementation). The
global director of integration must report
to the global CEO of the acquiring/lead
agency. All of the major agency groups
could use one, and some we fear, are too late.

The Five Positions Most Agencies
Don’t Have – But Should
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The shifting sand that doubles as the
current “challenging market” has radically
altered the status quo with respect to
organizational structures in advertising.
In the “good old days” (around year 2000),
life was much simpler. An agency was run
by a president or CEO, with (hopefully),
a hotshot creative director, some seasoned
senior account heads, and partnered with a
talented cadre of client service, planning
and key support personnel, including
(again, hopefully), a savvy CFO. While the
roles are still central in the organizational
mix, a range of circumstances have developed
which force a total overhaul of what an
agency really needs to cater to both internal
and external forces.
These market forces are well-publicized,
and include the evolving expectations
(nay, demands!) of clients with respect to
compensation models; the requirement for
the agencies to provide a seamless global
service and, despite the tough conditions,
the fact that building an environment
where great people want to work must
still be a core priority of all agencies.These
elements, combined with an unusual
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clamoring for greater diligence, corporate
accountability, openness and just plain
better management, add up to a spirited
cauldron of organizational change, requiring
an equally spirited review of what new roles
need to be created
to meet that charge
effectively.
Here are some
roles that we believe
are sorely needed at
most large agency
networks.
global director
of integration
The focus of this
key role is to “glue”
the various elements
together after any
merger/acquisition
has taken place. In
fact, this individual
should lead a fully
dedicated task force
set up precisely for
that purpose at the

chief resident "irritant"
Strange title you say? Means what you ask?
Good question. Our fundamental assertion
is that all agencies need the “voice of the
customer.” The resident irritant weaves the
fabric of all the planning and creative that
is developed.Too few campaigns seem to

W O R K I N G

speak to the customer and instead try to
be too clever, too pretty or deliver too big
an impact – or a combination of the three.
The role of this person would be to sit in
on all the account planning and creative
meetings and ask the “what if ” questions as
well as provide insightful interpretations of
the real implications of campaigns. Ideally,
the chief resident irritant would serve as
a “trend spotter” of consumer behavior.
(DDB has a good one in Dr. Bob Deutsch,
behavioral anthropologist.) Sort of like
having an in-house focus group with no
allegiances, turf to protect or points to score.
global head of client compensation
This role would revolve around developing
and implementing building models and
disciplines to ensure transparency and
consistency of fees and commissions across
geographies. Ideally, the individual would
report to the CEO (or to the CFO in a pinch).
The role demands a highly credible, senior
level account executive who has the trust
and respect of both clients and internal
agency colleagues.

protector
of the ROI
This individual would
exist at the major
holding companies.
The person would
work with agency
clients to examine
whether or not they
are getting the best
retur n on their
investment. This is
an objective party
who would analyze
whether the client’s money is being spent
on the right things. He or she would work
with the client to identify what dollars
might be spent in which profit centers (i.e.,
should some dollars be shifted away from
the general agency into direct marketing or
event marketing areas?).
We acknowledge that this is by no
means an exhaustive list; it is merely a
reflection of where we see a vacuum.
A few of these roles may exist today,

and some are positions we created based
on where we see the industry moving.
W h a t i s c l e a r i s t h a t t h e c u r re n t
phenomenon of corporate scrutiny and

corporate governance, heightened levels
of accountability, and senior management
diligence will require explicit skill sets to
reside in all agency companies.

•

Peter Fitzpatrick is president of international
operations, Gundersen Partners, New York.
Michael Dudynskay, principal,
Dudynskay Partners, Boca Raton, Fla.,
also contributed to this story.

photos: photonica/csa plastock

global director of recruitment,
career development and training
Most agencies would claim that this
individual, in some form, already exists.
Our experience is that for the most part,
it is a sorely neglected area and is at
the heart of the retention, attrition and
m a n a g e m e n t b e n c h s t re n g t h i s s u e s
encountered by most agency groups. This
individual should have the visibility and
seniority to make real difference in how

an agency attracts, secures, trains and
develops its key talent.The role demands an
experienced human resource professional
(preferably internationally experienced)
and with the proven
credentials to change
the way companies
think and act in this
critical area (a tip:
the best clients do
have them so there
are some out there).
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‘international’
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It seems appropriate–in the
inaugural issue of a magazine
entitled inter national ist–to
explore the whole issue of
being international. Most of us
would probably agree that the
media and advertising business
comes a close second to banking
as the world’s most diverse and
globally connected service
industry. If you’re in any

I

enough miles to warrant a
sizeable sabbatical and enough
points to collapse the global
gift hamper industry.
International advertising
executives must often wonder
why there aren’t saloon doors
at the entrance to the airport
lounge. If you had to sum up
the history of advertising in
one word, “globalization”
would probably be it.
In the last five years,
the media billings
commanded by the
current big four groups
–Publicis,Interpublic,
WPP, and Omnicom–
have trebled as the
holding companies
acquired more networks
to achieve global scale.
The 10 operating
companies of these four groups
now plan and buy over twothirds of the traditional media
advertising we see every day.
Today,international advertising
(Unilever and Initiative, Gillette
and MindShare, Philips and
Carat and so on…) accounts
for about 15% of world advertising
volume. And on the media
owner side,the top 50 companies
in Europe now take about 60%
of the continent’s available
advertising dollars. So it’s no
wonder that the skies are filling
up with advertising executives.
But if you are one of the
many people who have a copy
of a Naomi Klein or a Noam
Chomsky on your bookshelf,
then you could be forgiven
for questioning the ver y

If you had to
sum up the history
of advertising
in one word,
‘globalization’
would probably
be it.
doubt, take a look at your air
miles statement. Cash them in
all at once and you may have

morality of your job. After
all, it ultimately centers upon
furthering the interests of
global multinationals and their
brands. So, after witnessing
over 1 million people take to
the streets in 2001 in global
protest, do you deserve to feel
like a co-conspirator? I think
there are two important reasons
why you should not.
The first reason is that
many anti-globalization arguments
exaggerate the negative influence
of commercial freedom. Take
the argument that, by promoting
global brands, we are somehow
causing poverty and hardship
in poorer nations.
All the figures show that
the freer the market, the
more the country benefits.
Corporate freedom means the
sharing of the best practices
and information as well as
freedom to market products
and support brands. Closed
economies normally result in
greater poverty (and usually go
hand-in-hand with autocratic
regimes). For example, since
China opened up in the 1970s
about 300 million people are
estimated to have been brought
out of extreme poverty (defined
as living on less than $1 a day).
Robert Mugabe’s time in office
in Zimbabwe has allegedly
resulted in 3 million more people
falling into extreme poverty.
And what rarely gets covered
in the issue about sweatshops
is that alternatives for these
workers–such as rural poverty–
are sometimes much worse.

E S S A Y

The organization UNICEF
has pointed out a number of
cases where knee-jerk product
boycotts in the West due
to concerns over employee
treatment have caused factories
to close and local workers to
find even more unpalatable

and very important.
But the second line of
defense for global advertising is
that media companies can take
an active and constructive part
in the debate. Many global
companies have realized that
Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) is a way
of harnessing their
global presence to
m a ke a p o s i t ive
contribution that
doesn’t necessarily
conflict with the
profit motive.
CSR offers a new
and constructive way
for ad executives
to relate to an
increasingly cynical
and ad-bludgeoned
audience.
I f Vo l vo i s a
brand predicated on safety,
why shouldn’t it divert some
money from traditional media
advertising into, say, organizing
urban safety classes? If Nokia is
predicated on the theme of
connecting people, then why
not divert some of the marketing
budget into, say, promoting
cultural understanding?
Now for some real examples:
In response to concern over
the state of Istanbul’s Topkapi
Palace, Unilever organized a
cleanup using its “strong and
safe” Cif brand of cleaner. I bet
that this idea worked better
than the brand’s entire month’s
TV schedule.
On a grander scale, Intel has
pledged $100 million to the
“Teach the Future” program,
where teachers in 20 countries
will be trained in the latest
technology. This, arguably,

Corporate Social
Responsibility
is a way of
harnessing
global presence
for a positive
contribution that
doesn’t necessarily
conflict with the
profit motive.
and often illegal alternatives in
order to make a basic living.
I think 2003 will bring a
more balanced version of the
anti-global argument.
Of course, many antiglobal grievances are based on
observations that do strike us as
somehow potentially worrying.
For instance, the top 300
multinational companies control
25% of the world’s productive
resources. Procter & Gamble
has more scientists on its
payroll than MIT, Harvard,
and Berkeley put together.
McDonald’s, it is frequently
asser ted, opens up three
restaurants every day (though
even McDonald’s is now
questioning its strategy of
ubiquity, at least in Europe).
The issue of how to channel
and control corporate influence
and political power is still real

could do almost as much
for the Intel brand as the
innovative co-operative marketing
program. In many ways, Nike’s
successful city run initiative
(most recently Run London) is
a brilliant marketing event
idea wrapped up in a socially
responsible guise.
By focusing more on CSR,
the international ad business
can harness its global presence
and help silence the anti-brand
critics, and, I believe, offer a
more exciting, salient and
constructive communications
strategy in the bargain.
So in 2003, let’s challenge
every IAA member to include
at least one idea linked to CSR
in every client pitch, in every
media owner sales presentation,
and in every brand strategy.
I n s t e a d o f j u s t t r ave l i n g
t h e wo r l d , we c o u l d b e
helping to change i t a n d
thereby helping to improve
the perceptions of that
much-maligned brand called
“internationalism.”

•

Charlie Crowe is director of
C Squared, a company that
provides contract publishing
and marketing consultancy
services for international media
businesses. He was formerly
the editor-in-chief of Media &
Marketing Europe and editorial
director of Emap’s BRAD Group.
He can be contacted at
charlie@csquared.cc
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ringing in the changes
Like some of the more annoying
ring tones on the market, the
amount of advertising noise
generated by mobile phone
brands started as a wail and has
slowly lilted to a soft melancholy
whoop. Soon, however, we
might be hearing that grating
crescendo once again.
In its heyday, the mobile
handset sector was one of the
most dynamic international
advertising categor ies. In
Europe, the big three brands–
Nokia, Ericsson and Motorola
–collectively spent over $500
million on advertising. They
were also strong backers of
international media with about
$70 million spent in the
international press and on
space and sponsorship with
pan-European television.
But in 2001, mobile phone
sales declined worldwide by
3%. Given that the previous
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five years had seen a compound
growth rate of almost 60%, no
wonder the mobile companies
panicked. And then the level of
marketing support began to be
questioned.
E ve n s o, m o b i l e
handset advertising is
still ubiquitous and has
not lost its creativity, as
anyone passing through
the airport outside Paris
last year will testify.
There, JC Decaux
erected an impressive
giant hand with a huge
replica of a Samsung
mobile telephone to
greet travelers. And the
top three brands still
spend over $100 million
apiece in Europe’s big
five markets, according to
Nielsen. But most estimates
show that the mobile handset
advertising sector declined by
about 20% across Europe and
the U.S. in 2001.The year 2002
was very much one of waiting
for the next big thing.
This year should finally see
an upturn.The arrival of color
screens and 3G (third generation)
services such as picture messaging
has got the market buzzing
again. Late last year Nokia, the
world’s largest mobile phone
maker (Nokia makes one in
three of the world’s handsets),
reported solid profits for its
third quarter that ended in
September. Nokia’s new colorscreen phones, the 3650 and
3510i, came onto the market
last year and have done well.

3G phones will undoubtedly
change the advertising landscape–
not least the style of the
creative work. One Telefonica
executive joked that thirdgeneration mobile services will

A quarter
of Italians
claimed that not
owning a mobile
would deal a
severe blow to
their confidence
and capability
with the
opposite sex.
be marketed with the “3Gs”
very much in mind: “Goals,
girls, and gambling.” Overall,
483 million mobile handsets
are expected to be sold across
the world this year.
For marketers this statistic
comes with another benefit–
more mobile phones also means
more opportunity for more
marketing communication–text
messaging, online advertising,
gaming, and possibly some
other new forms. There’s no
doubt that text messaging is an
exciting market-20 billion texts
were sent worldwide in 2001.
So it has never been more
important to understand the
geographical spread of mobile
phone ownership–whether a
mobile phone advertiser, an
advertiser contemplating a text
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COUNTRY
ISRAEL

6

ITALY

(total population unless otherwise specified)

TGI, part of the WPP Group,

85.3%
82.6%

NORWAY

AGE 18 +

M O B I L E P H O N E P E N E T R AT I O N

campaign, or a recipient of a
mobile maker’s ad budget.
The TGI data on this page
shows a huge variation in
mobile phone owner ship
across 24 countries. There is
even a huge variation across
the markets of Western Europe
–where conventional wisdom
has typically concluded that
such markets were saturated.
I t a l y, f o r e x a m p l e , h a s
an incredible ownership rate–
with over eight out of ten
Italians owning a mobile
phone. Such is their passion for
the product that a recent
qualitative survey found that a
quarter of Italians claimed that
not owning a mobile would
deal a severe blow to their
confidence and capability with
the opposite sex. Yet in Germany,
less than half the population
have a mobile–a close figure to
the U.S., which has persisted in
its love of the landline, despite
forging the way in computer
and software development.
Unsurprisingly, northern
European markets show strong
preference for the mobile
phone. Norway, for example, has
an ownership rate of 78%
and, in another unrelated
qualitative research sweep,
demonstrated another unusual
cultural characteristic: 58% of
Norwegian executives believe
that it is r ude to answer
their mobiles while inside a
supermarket.
The TGI figures show
some surprising scores in terms
of the relative rankings of
which country can claim to be
the most upwardly mobile.
Hungary outpaces Germany
with a penetration figure of
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researches the media habits
and attitudes of people in 39
countries, delivering

77.8%

insights into 1 billion-plus

GREAT BRITAIN

71.8%

consumers worldwide.

REPUBLIC OF IRELAND

66.4%

For more information about

FRANCE

64.2%

this survey, contact

GREECE

62.5%

Christina.Hyde@bmrb.co.uk.

NORTHERN IRELAND

62.4%

JAPAN

62.3%

(AGE 15+)

(7 AREAS)

CHILE

57.3%

SPAIN

54.4%

U.S.

52.0%

HUNGARY

48.0%

GERMANY

47.7%

BRAZIL

43.0%

CZECH REPUBLIC

40.6%

TURKEY

38.4%

CHINA

(30 CITIES)

38.1%

ARGENTINA

33.3%

MEXICO

(15 CITIES)

28.0%

POLAND

(AGE 15+)

27.1%

ROMANIA
INDIA
RUSSIA

(URBAN ONLY)

(URBAN ONLY)
(CITIES OF 250,000+ POP)

48%. Greek consumers are
more likely to own a mobile
than Spanish consumers, and
Chile has higher mobile
penetration than Brazil.
But perhaps some of the
more interesting insights focus
on low-penetration markets.
This shows where there are
opportunities for mobile makers
and service providers to build
market share. Some of the
revealing results of the TGI data
include the ownership levels in
India and Russia (cities of
250,000+ inhabitants) where
only 7% and 5%, respectively,
own a mobile phone.

•

22.6%
6.8%
5.3%

Surveys used:
TGI Europa, TGI Latina,
National Consumer Survey (USA),
ACR (Japan), CMMS (China),
MMI (Norway) and TGI partner
surveys worldwide
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IAA U.K.
LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

Julia Mee,

director brand & marketing
communications (Europe/Middle
East/Africa), Hewlett-Packard
PLACE:

Savoy Hotel

P L A C E S

BEIJING
Planning the next World Congress:
(l to r) Zeman Zhang, IAA China chapter secretary
general; Tina Dong, IAA manager/young professionals;
Jean-Claude Boulos, IAA world president; Michael Lee,
IAA senior VP; Peiqing Yang, CAA president; Heather
Leembruggen, IAA VP/Congress; Xuezhi Shi, CAA
secretary general; Margaret O’Brien; Wally O’Brien,
former IAA director general; Yingcai Sun, CAA
vice secretary general.

C O M I N G

FEB. 11

A N D

RESERVATIONS:

Members £51.50;

members’ guests £56.50;
non-members £71.50.
FEB. 13
IAA NEW YORK
LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

NEW YORK
Discovery Networks International celebrates
new program about the Bismarck:
(l to r) Verushka Spear, assistant media director,
Mediaedge:cia Worldwide; Ann Mogavero, account
executive, international integrated ad sales, Discovery;
Matt Rayner, senior VP-planning, Mediaedge:cia
Worldwide; Robert Perez, VP-international integrated
ad sales, Discovery; Makiko Inoue, media planner,
Mediaedge:cia Worldwide.

Guojin Jiang

PRICE:

E V E N T S

bookings@iaauk.com

Diego Scotti,

VP, international advertising,
American Express
TOPIC:

Express Brand across
International Markets”
PLACE:

Time & Life Building,

1271 Avenue of the Americas,
8th Floor
RESERVATIONS:

LONDON
The U.K. chapter celebrating the holidays:
Clockwise starting bottom left: Anne Spalton (guest);
Ken Matthews, principal, KC Matthews Consultancy;
Angus Grieve, IAA U.K. executive director;
Jane Ambler (guest); Basil Bicknell, retired chairman,
Media International; John Spalton,
James Worley & Sons accounting firm; Mrs. Grieve;
Chris Ambler, director, Willox Ambler Rodford Law;
Dexter Kirk, J.F.Kirk UK Ltd.

Photo courtesy of International
Advertising Association

“Repositioning the American

Bernadette Brennan,
212-292-4248 or iaaus@att.net
PRICE:

BEIJING
Enjoying China’s Great Wall:
(l to r) Heather Leembruggen, IAA VP/Congress;
Michael Lee, IAA senior VP; Wally O’Brien,
former IAA director general; Margaret O’Brien;
Jean-Claude Boulos, IAA world president; Tina Dong,
IAA manager/young professionals.

$65 members,

$75 members’ guests;
$95 nonmembers
FEB. 20
IAA MIAMI
Paula Musto,

Simply Photography

LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

VP, corporate communications,
Ryder Systems
TOPIC:

“The Advertising/PR Mix—
Where’s the Clout?”
PLACE:

Biltmore Hotel,

Coral Gables, Fla.
RESERVATIONS:

msommassoc@aol.com
or 305-856-8484
PRICE:

$40 for members;

$50 for nonmembers;
$20 for students with valid IDs.
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LONDON
Members of the IAA U.K. chapter enjoy festivities
at the annual holiday party.

HONG KONG
Representatives from
MasterCard, the official
partner/sponsor of the MTV
Asia Awards were on hand at
a press conference. From left:
Connie Yuen, director- sales &
business development; Danny
WK Cheung, VP-business
manager, Great China; and
Benjamin Leung, director-sales
& business development.

P L A C E S

E V E N T S

A N D

ALEPPO
Attendees at an IAA Syria sponsored lunch:
Back row (l to r): Hafez Danhash, sales manager, Yellow Pages; Ziad Houly, manager, Concord Digital
Printing; Jocelyne Vitale, personal assistant to IAA Syria chapter president; Naji Batal, sales manager,
Concord Media; Fadi Homsi, Bahrain project manager; Zaher Al-Azem, sales manager, AL-Waseela;
Johnny Abo, pr manager, United Group, and IAA Syria.
Front row (l to r): Lara Dafesh, executive secretary to Mr. Abujrab; Leen Saab, customer care
representative, Al-Waseela; Fadi Abujrab, executive manager, Yellow Pages; Majd Sulaiman, chairman,
United Group, and president, IAA Syria; Nour Al-Khatib, executive manager, AL-Waseela; Ali Habib,
executive manager, Concord Media; Nawal Beramela, media supervisor, Syriatel GSM Co.

FEB. 27-28
IAA RUSSIA
(in cooperation with the Council
of Media Industry Associations)
CONFERENCE:

“Regional Self-Regulation
in Advertising”
PLACE:

SINGAPORE
Representing their countries in traditional dress at the
Cable & Satellite Broadcasting Association of Asia’s
annual Gala Charity Ball are Jessica Kam,
VP-communications & press relations, MTV,
(president IAA Hong Kong chapter); Alex Kouruvilla,
managing director, MTV India; Mrs. Kouruvilla.

C O M I N G

P E O P L E

Alexander House, Moscow.

RESERVATIONS:

www.iaa.ru
or 7 095 234 28 05

MARCH 20-21
IAA MIAMI
4th Annual “Spring Fling”—
Gala Dinner Dance (March 20)/
Golf Tournament (March 21)
PLACE:

Biltmore Hotel,

Coral Gables, Fla
RESERVATIONS/SPONSORSHIPS:

msommassoc@aol.com
or 305-856-8484
PRICE:

$250 per person for gala;

$50 for golf.

MOSCOW
An IAA forum:
(l to r) Alexander Chumikov, Russian PR association VP;
Natalia Muraviova, “PRESS-2003”exhibition coordinator;
Boris Eremin, IAA Russian chapter president;
and Vitaly Rasnitsyn, IAA Russian chapter VP and
IABC Russian Chapter president.

APRIL 8
IAA U.K.
LUNCHEON SPEAKER:

SINGAPORE
Harvey Ganot (left), presidentad sales, MTV International,
catches up on business with
R. Ramesh, regional marketing
director, Seagram Asia Pacific,
at the Cable & Satellite
Broadcasting Association of
Asia’s annual Gala Charity Ball.

Andy Fuchs,
communications manager,
Toyota/Lexus
PLACE:

Savoy Hotel

RESERVATIONS:

bookings@iaauk.com
PRICE:

£51.50 members;

£56.50 members’ guests;
£71.50 non-members

MEXICO CITY
A forum sponsored by the IAA Mexico chapter:
José Miguel Jaime Volochinsky (standing), president of
the Mexican Association of Advertising Agencies, posed
a question to panelists as others listened intently.

SINGAPORE
John Mack, president & CEO,
Alfa Romeo Motors, and
Birgit Maier, managing
director, BMW Asia, have
some fun at the Cable &
Satellite Broadcasting
Association of Asia’s annual
Gala Charity Ball.
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IAA NY Chapter celebrates at its holiday ball
IAA SINGAPORE
Annual Advertising
Lecture & Dinner
PLACE:

Shangri-la Hotel

RESERVATIONS:

Patsy Ee, 6220 8382,

C O M I N G

APRIL 10

instadv@starhub.net.sg
S$900 for table for ten

(IAA/IAS members);
S$1,500 for table for ten
(non-members)
APRIL 16-19
IAA RUSSIA

E V E N T S

PRICE:

(in cooperation with the
Council of Media Industry
Associations,
Russian Association of
Advertising Agencies)
Advertising week in
St. Petersburg
PLACE:

Tavrichesky Palace,

St. Petersburg
RESERVATIONS:

www.iaa.ru
or 7 095 234 28 05
PRICE:

US$500

MAY 26-28
FIPP
34th World Magazine Congress
THEME:

Magazines: the
Avant-Garde of Society
PLACE:

Carrousel du Louvre, Paris

CONTACT:

Helen Bland, helen@fipp.com

editorial@inter-national-ist.com.
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Send photos and a
brief description of your event to

T H E

Category winners from the London International Advertising Awards

Client
Nokia
Agency
Lew, Lara Propaganda e
˜ Paulo
Communicacao, Sao

Category
Personal/gift items
Client

(television/cinema)

Fiat

A mobile phone makes a

Agency

great gift for people in lots

˜ Paulo
Leo Burnett, Sao

Category

of different situations.
Client

Automotive (print)

Datek
Agency
Bozell, New York
Category
Banking/financial/insurance
(print)
Copy says that while this stock
page has many uses, up-to-date
quote information isn’t
one of them. For “what’s
happening in the market live,

3M (Post-It Flags)
Agency

Grey Mexico, Mexico City
Category

al

Client
Barclays

Agency

Bartle Bogle Hegarty, London

Category

Banking/financial

(television/cinema)

Shots of actor Samuel Jackson

discussing money are
interspersed with a

bull conveying that some banks
talk and talk but don’t get

to the point. The spot ends:
“Money talks in many

languages but Barclays

r
ional

inter
national
ist
38
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Office equipment (print)

er
tional

inter national ist

Client

inter
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happened the day before.
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information than what

ter
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look at Streamer” for more
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ist
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nal ist editors’ selections of advertising worthy of note...

A R O U N D

understands them.”

W O R L D

A R O U N D

T H E

W O R L D

Different approaches
in different countries for
recognizable brands.
Client
ICI Dulux Plasticene UK
Agency
AMV/BBDO, London
When a woman sees a
Claymation display in a library,
she suddenly twists off the
head of and takes it home with
her. The reason? Because

Client

she wanted that exact color for

Casio

ICI Dulux to match for her

Agency

house paint.

Colenso BBDO, Auckland
One can function watching a
mini Casio just as easily as

Client

a larger size screen and eat tiny

Bimbo

popcorn at the same time.

Agency
Tiempo BBDO, Barcelona
A professional bread baker
feels betrayed when he
discovers Bimbo bread in
his wife’s purse.
Client
VW
Agency
˜ Paulo
Almap BBDO, Sao

The Volkswagen logo seen
through an oscilloscope
reinforces the Volkswagen
quality and endurance.

Client
Kimberly-Clark
(Kotex Ultrathin)
Agency

Client
Kimberly-Clark
(Kotex Ultrathin)
Agency

Ogilvy Chicago

Ogilvy Colombia, Bogota

This spot called “Bridesmaid,”

In Colombia, Costa Rica,

running in the U.S., reinforces

El Salvador, and the Dominican

just how thin Kotex’s

Republic, the message is

Ultrathin really is–“so thin,

“If you are a 21st century

it’s okay to walk down
the aisle with.”

woman, why are you still using
pads from the past century?”
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to be perfect for business yet still
retains enough atmosphere to
keep you sitting chi-high when
they bring the bill. But it’s worth
it. Remember, it takes money to
make money.

WHAT’S UP
DOWN UNDER…It’s summertime,
and that means lots of wandering
walks and al fresco talks in this
great harbor city.
PARKING
YOUR BAGS…Well, it could

EXHIBITING
LOCAL SAVVY…Sub-Sydney
is making MahJong Room
(61 02 9361 3985) a must. The hot
new Chinese restaurant in Surry
Hills “is so not pretentious but is
so yummy for tummy.” Ask for
William or Erica at the door, and
either one will fix you up with all
that great Chinese food you like,
without all the weird stuff you
can’t pronounce when you are
in Shanghai. A must to call for
reservations. Don’t expect the
Taj Mahal. It’s basic, which is why
it’s insider hot. The food is amazing.
On your way out, ask Erica to
show you her white rabbit.

be the fantastic Westin, but
for an interesting alternative
try the W Woolomooloo
(www.whotels.com), on the
water in the area of the same
name south of Darlinghurst.
It’s a five-minute cab ride from
the city center and close to
shopping and nightlife, with the
added benefit of feeling like a
local at the groovy, relaxed
lobby cocktail bar.
IMPRESSING
CLIENTS…When you’re doing
the deal, whether it’s about the
view or what’s on the plate,
Wildfire (www.wildfiresydney.com)
is right on the money. Here at
the Overseas Passenger
Terminal is social Sydney’s spot
du jour, offering a mix of modern
elegance and cutting edge cool,
award-winning food and long
gaze views of the famous Sydney
Opera House. It’s upscale enough

I’M JET-LAGGED;
LET’S GO OUT…Oh, the fickle
beau monde. Where are they
when you need them? Right
now, they’re at Will & Toby’s in
Darlinghurst lounging the night
away. Be there early to avoid
the rush and be cute.

Wildfire with its
view of Sydney’s
world famous
Opera House and
award-winning food
is social Sydney’s
“restaurant du jour.”

RANDOM THINGS
TO SAY YOU DID…
1. Wheatgrass shots at Bondi
Beach. It’s January’s tequila.
2. Early morning run at
Rushcutters Bay. This park
winds down the bay with a
nice running trail and views of
the city. And no tourists in sight.
FOR THE CONVERSATIONALIST…
Things you should know:
1. It’s all about Team Alinghi, the
challenger from Switzerland to
the America’s Cup, now held by
neighboring New Zealand. Why?
Because the last time ‘round
Perth was an unsuccessful
challenger to its long time rival,
and nobody forgot.

2. David Jones Vitamin E. Stay
young with the best ever
sun lotion around, from
one of Sydney’s hottest
department stores.
3. The Big Dry. Remember, half
of Australia is in a serious
drought. But don’t call it a
drought, and remember to
show concern and ask about
the welfare of the sheep in
the Outback. Finally, since you
are working, just hit Beach
Culture at the airport to pick
up the board shorts and bikinis
for authentic Sydney duds.
www.hubculture.com is the expert
on the places where members of the
global society stay, eat, shop, and play.

Graeme

T R A C K

H U T T O N

SAN FRANCISCO

1989 London
Ogilvy & Mather

2002 San Francisco, ZenithOptimedia Group
(loaned out to Publicis & Hal Riney)
1998 New York
Lowe Lintas

Mark

I N G A L L

NEW YORK

Citibank, Director of Strategic Media, VP-Global Marketing
1990 Hong Kong
Bozell Asia Pacific

1982 London
Saatchi U.K.
1985 London
Saatchi International

Janet

C A R E E R

ZenithOptimedia Group, Global Client Services Director, Senior VP

S C A R D I N O

DULLES, VA

1982 Lecce, Italy
Freelance Commercial Producer

M A R G U L I S
1978 New York
BBDO

SYDNEY

1994 Singapore
Bozell Asia Pacific

AOL International Marketing, Senior VP
1987 New York
Nickelodeon

1984 New York
D’Alessio Productions
Les

1999 New York
Citibank

1997 New York, Sunbow Entertainment 2001 Dulles, VA
(Sonywonder)
AOL: division of AOL Time Warner

1987 New York
MTV: Music Television (Viacom)

1998 Milan
Disney Channel Italia

Etcom, Director of Branding & Strategy
2001 New York
The Vidal Partnership
2000 New York
One Media Place
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2003 Sydney
Etcom

Send your suggestions for people whose careers have taken them around the world to editorial@inter-national-ist.com.

